The paper proposes a measurement on-demund (MOD) service over Intemet, which allows accessing, streaming and delivery of archived process acquisition data. A client accesses to the service for the purpose of receiving previously stored process acquisition data under the form of media streams. Media streams are captured, on the receiver site, by using multimedia-based Distributed Virtual Instruments (mDVls). mDVls are virtual instruments split into possibly multiple and independent parts, sender and receiver, which are linked by real-time continuous media streams. A media measurement stream consists of time-stamped packets containing the sampled data in the payload field according to the Real Time Trunsport Protocol. The interaction between a MOD server and a client is based on an enhanced version of the Real Time Streaming Protocol suited to measurement. The service has been prototyped in Java2 and run on a local networked environment.
Introduction
WEB and Intemet technology advances have enabled a rapid development and installation of multifaceted network services, e.g., e-commerce, home banking, video on-demand, etc. Measurement on Demand (MOD) is a new service introduced for the purpose of allowing a user to access, receive and control live and archived process acquisition data. It provides typical features and interaction patterns of videorecording on-demand services [4] [7] . This service is motivated by the need to expose and retrieve measurement resources so as to leverage on-line and off-line measurement tasks [5] . A typical scenario of the service usage entails a user who needs to archive and analyze a long acquisition data process. The user can connect to the service, launch the recording of the process data and, at a later point in time, request the streaming delivery of the stored data. The service entry point is the MOD server located by means of an URL-based address. A client accesses to the service through a media browser which interacts with the MOD server according to the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) [ 101. Measurement sessions archived in the server's file system or "live" are described by the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [6] which is the standard format used to advertise multimedia sessions over the Internet MBone [2] . The delivery of the process acquisition data is accomplished by exploiting the Real Time Transport Protocol (RTP) [ll] , which is the Internet standard for streaming multimedia data. Data streaming can be both unicast to serve one client and multicast to enable more users for parallel processing.
The approach proposed in this paper is based on the mDVI's concept [ 1] [3] . mDVI (multimedia-based Distributed Virtual Instrument) is a virtual instrument split into possibly independent parts, sender and receiver, glued by real-time continuous media and control streams.
In order to test the MOD service, a two-channel virtual waveform analyzer has been prototyped. The implemented mDVI is characterized by having similar QoS (Quality of Service) requirements (jitter and skew) of typical multimedia applications comprising synchronized audiohide0 [4] . In fact, the two channels of the virtual instrument are naturally synchronized at the sender and must be kept synchronized, according to a certain QoS, at the receiver.
The acquisition data process employs a National Instrument NI-DAQ [8] driven PCI board to sample signals from the system under test or, for purposes of testing, from electronic waveform generators.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In 92 the mDVI approach and concepts are summarized. In 93 a two-channel virtual waveform analyzer is described by explaining its functionality and GUI. In $4 the measurement on demand (MOD) service architecture is detailed. The service basic components, namely MOD server and MOD client, are described along with the clienvserver interaction patterns. Finally, conclusions and directions of further work are given.
Multimedia Distributed Virtual Instruments

Concepts
A multimedia distributed virtual instrument (Figure 1) is a virtual instrument split in two possibly independent parts, sender and receiver. They are glued by multimedia internetworking middleware.
The sender can be interfaced with the system under test by DAQ boards, GPIB standards, VXI buses, etc. It is primarily devoted to creating an RTP-based continuous media stream. The basic operations performed by the sender are:
Setting. It allows initializing the acquisition process with the user-defined parameters.
Capturing. The sender acquires signals coming from the system under test. The flexibility of this operation is heavily affected by the particular acquisition system (HW and SW drivers) adopted. Double buffering support is required for continuous capturing.
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Encoding. It is an optional operation by which the sampled data stored in buffers are coded according to loss-less methods. For example, if the acquired data are real values (e.g., 64 bit), they can be transformed with some acquisition system-dependent formula into shorter values (e.g., 16 bit).
Packetization. The data are packetized according to the RTP protocol. Being the maximum transfer unit 1024 bytes, 12 bytes are reserved for the RTP header, 1012 bytes are available for the payload data. Indeed, the payload data is divided in a sub-header part containing info to correctly interpret the data and the data part itself.
Transmission. After opening an RTP session, each RTP packet is sent on to the network. The RTP session can be both multicast and unicast. In the former case, the multicast group should be known "a priori", previously advertised by a rendezvous mechanism, or requested ondemand.
The receiver, connected to the network, joins the RTP session in order to acquire, process, and render a media stream. Its basic functions are as follows:
Receiving. After tuning on the chosen RTP session, the receiver begins receiving the RTP packets.
Unpacketization. According to the payload type, the data are extracted from the packet and stored in temporary buffers.
Decoding. The data are (possibly) decoded by using the information of the payload sub-header.
Processing. It is application-dependent, i.e., each virtual instrument handles the data differently. For example, FTT, filtering, fitting algorithms, etc., can be applied. It is worth highlighting that timing information allowing to re-synchronize the data is contained in the timestamp field of the RTP header. Thus, real-time processing is possible. The real acquisition process on the mDVI sender is moved by the RTP session to the mDVI receiver so as to turn into a virtual acquisition process. The Receiving, Unpacketization and Decoding components of the DVI receiver (see Figure 1 ) constitute a Virtual-DAQ (V-DAQ). The signal evolves through the mDVI architecture in a lifecycle in which assumes intermediate forms according to the following transformations: analog to digitized by the DAQ board; digitized to streamed by the mDVI sender; streamed back to digitized by the V-DAQ; digitized to different domain types (e.g., frequency domain), by the processing part of the mDVI receiver.
Indeed, a mDVI can admit more sender and receiver parts. For example, a two channel virtual oscilloscope is assembled by two source senders (one per channel) and two sink receivers. The two generated and temporal coupled media streams require to be synchronized at both the sender and receiver sites.
Interaction patterns
mDVI sender and receiver can be loosely or tightly coupled. Loose coupling implies that sender and receiver are independent, i.e., no direct interaction on the process acquisition set-up and no sender control exist.
The sender (Figure 2 ) selects the initialization parameters of the acquisition process and advertises them, under the form of an SDP (Session Description Protocol) file. Over MBone the advertisements are delivered to a distributed session directory (SDR) shared on a known multicast group (SDR group). The delivery is based on the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP). An SDR tool allows sending and receiving announcements. The announcement also contains the session parameters, e.g., multicast addresses and ports (also called measurement group), sender identification, start time, etc. At the chosen start time, the sender starts the RTP measurement session on the announced measurement group.
On the other hand, the receiver tunes on the session directory, chooses a given session, retrieves the session info, and launches the mDVI receiver which can join the measurement group and acquire the streams. Other mechanisms can be used [2]: (i) Session Initiation Protocol (SIP), by which a host can explicitly invite another to join a session; (ii) web-based SDR, which makes it available the advertised sessions via WMI, pages.
Tight coupling means that sender and receiver are bound by an interaction and control link (see $4). In this case, a server is permanently running at the source site waiting for connections. The remote client connects to the server to request, set-up and start the acquisition process. After the server agrees the request and the control connection between the two partners is created, the client issues the set-up request message which contains all the setting parameters. When the server receives the message, it instantiates and initializes the DVI sender, and finally replies to the client. The client then runs the DVI receiver and sends the start message to the server that launches the RTP measurement session. The control connection can be based on RTSP (Real Time Streaming Protocol) [lo] The sender and receiver components are built by exploiting a time-sensitive, reflective actor framework [3] which favors modularity and timing control. The framework is suited to fulfil the requirements of multimedia systems [4] .
A virtual waveform analvzer
Within the mDVI's project, several virtual distributed instruments are being developed. A virtual one-channel oscilloscope featured with a simple spectrum analyzer is reported in [3] . In this paper a virtual waveform analyzer with two synchronized channels is presented. Its mDVI receiver and sender parts comply with the loose coupling paradigm. Java2 is the implementation language.
Sender's hw and sw characteristics
The mDVI sender pilots a National Instruments PCI6023E board [9] through the hw-independent NI- The sender controls the DAQ board through an implemented Java class which interfaces to native methods developed in C++.
Initialization parameters of the sender are:
Addresses (multicast or unicast) and Ports on which the two (one per channel) measurement streams are going to be sent. ZTL. The scope of the session, e.g., local (l), regional (16), global (127). 0 Number of points. The points to be acquired.
Rare. The acquisition rate. Duration. The duration of the session in ms. Channels. The DAQ board channels (e.g., 0 and 1).
Receiver's functionality and GUI
In figure 3 the front panel of the virtual waveform analyzer is portrayed. Each channel is assigned a similar section which has three functional areas: Control, Display, Analysis. Control contains: the R/S key which toggles the acquisition status of the channel. If the channel is active (i.e., it is continuously acquiring) clicking the key R/S makes it inactive (i.e., it becomes stopped) and viceversa; the S key which allows a single buffered acquisition; the Setup key which makes visible a setup dialog to modify standard parameters (e.g., autoscale, acquisition buffer size, etc.).
Display has a button TMJ3 to change the timebase and a combo box to set V/div of the display.
Analysis allows applying signal processing functions to the channel waveform. By enabling the toggle button FFT, an FFT algorithm is continuously computed on the received signal and the corresponding harmonic components displayed. The button Filt makes visible e dialog which allows a user to choose a particular windowing function (e.g., Hanning, Hamming, Blackman-Harris, etc) by which filtering the signal. 
Measurement on-demand svstem
MOD (Measurement on Demand) is a distributed clienvserver measurement system (Figure 4 ) over the IPmulticast which offers interactive services for recording, streaming and browsing RTP-based measurement sessions generated by mDVIs. Multiple clients can access and request services from multiple servers. The recording service allows a user to archive a given on-going measurement session. The streaming service makes stored sessions available for being played back. The browsing service enables to select and join a live measurement session. The system architecture consists of MOD servers and MOD clients. The interaction interface between a MOD client and a MOD server is based on an extension of the Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP). The data interface relies on the Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP).
A typical use case of the MOD system is recording and streaming of process acquisition data. Signals from a control or monitoring process are digitized, captured and streamed onto an advertised (see 52.2) measurement session group by the sender part of one or more mDVIs (e.g., the sender part of the VWaveformAnalyzer). A MOD client requests a MOD server to join the measurement group and record the streams, which constitute the measurement session, in the Data Archive. After the recording completion, a MOD client can access the MOD server, select the recorded session by the MoDBrowser (see 54.4), control its streaming by the remote control GUI (see 54.3, display and, possibly, analyze it by the receiver part of one or more mDVIs (e.g., the receiver part of the VWaveformAnalyzer). 
Measurement
MOD Server
The MOD server is the network entity that provides playback, recording, and browsing services for measurement sessions. It consists of an RTSP Server, Process Recorders, Process Streamers and a Data Archive. The service entry point is the RTSP Server which allows a MOD client to request a service according to the RTSP protocol [lo] . It is composed of a Manager and Front-Ends. The former performs load monitoring and admission control policies. For each connection, the Manager spawns a Front-End thread, which directly dialogs with the RTSP client of the MOD client. The Front-End starts, manages and terminates the service agents (or servenfs, see below) under the MOD client's control. The servent Process Recorder records IPpackets at RTP level. Recording at RTP-level means that the recorder parses the RTP-header of each incoming packet, checks for duplicates and out-of-order packets, synchronizes them, and stores them on the Data Archive. It can record data arriving both in unicast and in multicast way. Each recorded data-stream is stored in two files, a data-file and an index-file. The data-file contains the raw RTP packets. The index-file provides indexing on the data-file to make random and fast access to the data. A third file called option-file can be used to store important points or markers in the session both during a registration and during successive playbacks.
The servent Process Player plays back requested recorded sessions. In order to accomplish the playing process, the Player performs the following steps [4]:
(i) opens all the file pairs (index, data) of the chosen measurement session to be played back (ii) for each pair reads the RTP packets, buffers and synchronizes them according to the timing information contained in the RTP header (iii)finally, the streams so reconstructed are streamed back onto the network. The MOD client is the network entity that requests continuous measurement data from the MOD server. It consists of an RTSP Client, a MOD Browser and mDVI receivers. The RTSP Client implements the client part according to the RTSP protocol specifications [lo] . The MOD Browser allows a user to select, start, control (e.g., by issuing pause and seek commands), and tear down remote measurement sessions.
The control interface
MOD Server and MOD Client interact to one another by the RTSP protocol. RTSP is a text-based application level protocol developed for on-demand delivery control of media streams both live and pre-recorded. The control stream carries information about set-up (e.g., multicast addresses, media-type) and control operations (e.g., play, pause) of the multimedia session being sent from a MOD Server to a MOD Client under the form of one or more media streams (e.g.. audio, video, measurement). In Figure 5 is portrayed an example of MOD C/S interaction during a playback session. A MOD client that has already picked up a formatted description (e.g., SDP file) of the session (e.g., via RTSP DESCRIBE method) issues a SETUP message. SETUP causes the RTSP server to allocate resources for a stream and start an RTSP session. In this phase the RTSP client proposes a unicast (or multicast) <address, port> pair for each measurement stream within a presentation. The RTSP server receives the request and processes it. If the RTSP client's proposal is unacceptable to the MOD server, perhaps because the address is already in use in a different session, the RTSP server replies with a different address. This negotiation continues until the RTSP client and the RTSP server agree on the media <address, port> pair of the session. Afterwards, the RTSP client can send the message STREAM to start the data transmission of the presentation allocated via SETUP. The message SUSPEND temporarily halts a stream without freeing the media server resources. The message "STREAM range: (npt I smpte I clock)= ts-te" performs seeks, delayed playbacks, etc. That is, it positions the normal play time to the beginning of the temporal range (normal, relative and absolute) specified and delivers data till the end of the range is reached. The TEARDOWN message closes the measurement session and frees resources, on the MOD server, associated with the session streams. 
MOD Browser
The MOD Browser's main window ( Figure 6 ) presents a menubar consisting of File, Session, and Favorites Menu. The menu File allows to open and close recording and/or streaming sessions with the chosen media server. The menu Session makes it available options for retrieving a session description form (remote, user, local), for obtaining info about the on-going sessions, etc.
Through Favorites, the user can bookmark RTSP W s .
The editable combo box address allows a user to insertkhoose the address of the MOD server, which he/she wishes to connect to. As soon as a connection to a MOD server is established, a tree view of the measurement sessions available on that server is displayed. By clicking on a session label, information under the form of an SDP file about that session is listed in the HTML text area. An SDP session description consists of a number of lines of text of the form: <type>=<value>, where <type> is one character and <value> is a structured text string whose format depends on <type>. A measurement session description consists of a session-level description (details that apply to the whole session and all measurement streams) and optionally several measurement level description (details that apply only to a single stream). The meaning of the <type, value> pairs in figure 6 is as follows: v = the protocol version; o = the ownerkreator name and IP host, and session identifiers; s = the session name; i = session information; U = URL of description; e = email address; c= connection information, i.e., the address which the streams are sent to; t = time interval in NPT time format the session is active; a = media attributes (e.g., only receiving); m = media name and transport address. For example m=measurement 3456 RTPLVI 54: media name is measurement, the port 3456, the transport protocol RTP with NI-DAQ profile, and payload type number 54. The session remote control (Figure 7 ) appears when a user selects a session. It is composed of three sections.
The first one displays the elapsed time versus the total time. The second shows a temporal slide bar to randomly seek. The third contains the buttons reset, rewind, stop, pause, play, forward, skiptoend which behave like the buttons of a VCR front panel.
Conclusions
This paper presents the MOD (Measurement on Demand) system which permits to record and stream back measurement RTP-based session over IP. Long acquisition data processes can be first archived and then remotely displayed and analyzed "a posteriori". The Real Time Transport Protocol was implemented and employed as the control interface between MOD servers and MOD clients. In addition, a multimedia distributed virtual instrument concerning with a two-channel virtual waveform analyzer is described. Prosecution of the research aims at:
. building mDVIs which comply with the tightly coupled interaction paradigm .introducing a component in the MOD service which allows to configure and control live acquisition processes.
